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Introduction 

 

The beloved people’s epic poem “Yusuf and Zulaikha”is the 

voluable literary work of the people in this world. 

Indeed, the writers wrote the epic poem “Yusuf and 

Zulaikha” in different languages and since our ancient times it has 

been glorified as our national wealth. The book’s first early 

history began in 1000-500 BC in people’s folklore creative work. 

It has been known that a big sermon was devoted to that epic 

poem and its characters in Muslim’s sacred book “Koran”, in 

“Tavrot” and “Bible” as well... 

The history of this epic poem goes back to the antique period. 

Since humanity exists, this epic poem has reached to us through 

oral speech, then through the written speech. It is necessary to say 

that this work and its characters have been still living among the 

people because it describes their sorrows, troubles and particularly 

their love.  

The main idea which is expounded in the poem is the idea of 

love; particularly it describes the love to God. After having 

experiences of all kinds of tortures and tests one day a person will 

achieve his or her love. Suffering the torments of love, separation 

and parting for the sake of love give the opportunity to get to 

know us the existence of love.  Firdausi, the great son of the 

Persian literature of the X1century wrote the poetic lines of the 

poem “Yusuf and Zulaikho”. In the XIII century the love of Yusuf 

and Zulaikha was described by the Turkish poet Sulik Fotihi in his 

own way. 

Nizomiy Hirotiy, a Kurd poet of the XIII century presented 

the same poetic poem to the people.  The love story of this poem 

became more beautiful in the books of great poets such as Shokhi 

Sheroziy, Abdullah Ansari, Raghbuziy and Khorazmiy the author 

of the poem “Love story”. In the XVth century, an emotional 

powerful poet and one of the founders of Tajik literature 

Abdurrahman Jami wrote this poem all over again. Nowadays the 
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readers have possibilities to read the Uzbek variant of this poem 

with love and pleasure. 

In the XYI century, the Uzbek people’s sensitive poet Durbek 

wrote a different variant of the poem “Yusuf and Zulaikha”. It has 

become one of the precious works of the Uzbek literature. The 

great Goethe translated this poem completely into German in his 

work “Love story”. In the XX century Ramz Bobojon, one of the 

Uzbek devoted writers, wrote this poem in Uzbek. 

It is necessary to say that though the poem has 150 variants, 

all of their interpretations are different. They are not like each 

other. Fifty variants from them were written as belles-lettres 

fiction. The skilful great writers, masters of the poetry, interpreted 

this love story in their own way and presented them to their 

readers. Only the happy meeting at the end of the poem is very 

pleasant for the heart of the people.  

The importance and the significance of this poem are that this 

work mostly describes the events concerning to the life of our 

prophets. Many readers consider this love story as the stories 

“Tahir and Zahra”, “Farkhod and Shirin” or “Layli and Majnoon.” 

Likewise, the love of the child to the parents; the falsehood of the 

outcome of slyness and deception is described to us with the help 

of the life of our great people. In general, the epic poem is the 

victory of real love, beauty and honesty. 

If there is the greatest feeling of Love in the heart of the 

people, they must not stop reading love stories. This story is not 

new but each soul makes it new, because it is a Love story. 

Ordering to myself, I said, “Till what time you delete it, if you 

dare to write a love story, and then you must do it”. When you 

were writing the book “My Dear Love”, you dreamed to visit 

“Baytul Hikma of Love, weren’t you?” 

Appreciating the female love you have glorified it, you have 

wrapped it with flowers! You are the person who could report the 

foreverness of woman’s love to the hearts of the people. Those 

who read it, read it with tears, at night they sleep putting it on their 
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heads! They know that you have written the secret sorrow in their 

hearts. Many love stories appreciated the love of a man but the 

love story that we want to write to you is a confident defenceless 

woman’s love.  First, why the reader needed to sing a love song, 

let us answer it. 

In today’s strained life, the word love is not a worthless 

feeling for some young people, but its aim is absorbing a sacred 

feeling, the confidence to singing of munojot (a national Uzbek 

song) which was the wreath of the person’s soul in many 

centuries. If you live weeping bitterly for one drop of water in the 

desert too, you will find possibility to live! Because you’ll come to 

the water in order to see your beloved one more, to be glad to 

meet her for some hours, and to place wearisome in your heart, 

passing mirages (the reflection of invisible things in the air) with a 

hope.  

They say, love is one hope, everything dies but hope does not 

die. If you are sentenced to death, you will come back from the 

gallows to say or be able to say to the person who is weeping for 

the sake of touching by her or his hand and say you have come for 

the sake of him and hers. Do you remember? The power of love 

returned Otabek to the life from the gallows. 

First of all the lovers know the power of the love, those who 

are loved, and those who experienced the sorrows of the love like 

Zulaikha did. The king Bakhrom who had lost his love for one his 

wrong word, wept many months, and could not feel enjoyment of 

being a king. There are many tests, trials, sorrows, tortures, but 

none of them is hard as the sorrows of the love.  

Brave people go to death courageously and proudly but he 

does not endure the sorrows of Love, the humanity has not found 

this sorrow harder than other sorrows and cannot find it too.  

There is the only sorrow, which ruins people that is the 

sorrow of love. However whom God plants this sorrow in his soul 

he must be happy! Not everybody has this sorrow, the man who 

loves is happy. The more is the sorrow of love, the more it is 
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good, the red tulips with full of blood ripen from the sorrows 

planted in the soul, the soul of the beloved reaches until the sky. 

Those people who knew the Kaaba (the sacred place of Muslims 

in Mekka where the pilgrims pray and worship) as the crown for 

their head, power for their heart clamour to the world from their 

love. The people whose souls are arrested by the love live in 

hopeless room of love with full of sorrows, live very happily. 

Majnoon also kisses the hem of that woman who has burned with 

real Love!  

Who lived and passed away from this ancient world? Well, 

whose names can we find from the veranda of this world, can you 

count the names of deceased people one by one? Well-known, 

well-disposed or tyrant kings who defeated the world lived and 

passed away, very playful, capricious beauties that fired the world 

with their beauties lived and passed away; clever mothers who 

brought up tens of children lived and passed away. 

Well-known Hercules men, who had power in their hands, 

and with warm heart, conquered the world, made a slashing attack 

on the world with their glare, and defeated any kind of ignorance 

lived and passed away. Who is left in our memory?  They came 

and left... They will come and leave again. Years are passing, only 

the people whose names had left in the history, the people who 

had many sorrows; love sorrows, have been living together with 

us for many years. Their love is still absorbing in the souls of 

young people and becoming miraculous example for them. Those 

who wrote the bitter oyat (verset) drank bitter wine deserved to 

stay in the eternity and flower garden of the love. Yusuf and 

Zulaikha’s love story took place many centuries ago, but this love 

story has been spoken from one language to another and it is 

living in one heart and in another. If there had not been such a 

love, which set fire to the hearts, who would have known these 

great people. The main character Yusuf is our prophet or he is the 

prophet of all the people of the countries who have different 

religions. 
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We appreciate other prophets in our own way but if it is 

necessary to show the edification for the love, we shall show 

Yusuf and Zulaikha’s love as an example. Only the beloved 

people know the charm of the sorrows of love to the soul, the 

pleasure of all troubles in this way. Only the beloved people do 

not feel the pain and tortures if ten nails among the thorns 

punctured to legs if it is done by the way of love. Just when he 

hears the good information about love, the wound on his legs will 

disappear in a moment. If the Suleiman mountain stands in his 

way he‘ll be able to climb it easily and can wait for the meeting of 

his lover. 

The power of the love gives enormous strength; your strength 

is more than Rustam doston’s (the title of a legendry)! Beloved’s 

mother sends the great feelings through maternal milk to the 

person’s lips who can keep a sacred feeling. It comes to his soul, 

to his heart, all his body with maternal milk as blessed stream of 

water. This blessed feeling comes to the garden of the soul, to 

anybody’s house without asking permission, it finds the place in 

its own way and flourishes that place. 

Those, whose souls are full of love, tell us, “Does the love 

come to your heart asking you permission?”  

Did your soul’s garden, which arrested your love, flourish? 

When you become the prisoner of this love, you fall down the 

deep lake, which is difficult to go out of it again. Did you swim 

with pleasure, plant beautiful flowers, build nests for nightingales 

and hear their good voice? 

Are you having a splendid life caressing the antelopes or 

gazelles in your soul gardens, seeing a performance, the 

enjoyment wrapped with the treasure and gold with silk? Could 

you regret setting love fire out of the ray of the shadow of your 

face, praying to the sacred fire? Do not switch off the fire, it is 

your happiness, it is your sun, light way, it is your happiness, 

which the flowers grew up from love water. On the other hand, did 

it collapse the only your soul house flowing out as a hurricane?  
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          Do you not know that he took you to the emptiness of 

the blue boundless space and seated you on the golden throne of 

the sun and presented you with the endless joys? Did he sow your 

pillow with flowers or plant the thorns on your mattress? Or he 

knocks big nails on your way or make something, which hurts 

you. Will you agree with all of them? 

If you have drunk the love water either you say that you are 

the king, you will be glad not finding the way to the throne of the 

sun. Or you will be wiping your eyes with this poison leaf of the 

flower as a stupid man in Karbala steppe whose heart bleeded, his 

eyes were blind, even you are sobbing about the existence of the 

living spring. Let the stars with their tears in their eyes acquaint 

your joy and sufferings and make their friendliness with your love 

thoughts in the sky. 

Let you and us swim in the Love Ocean together and pick up 

its silver beads in this water. Let us pick up pearls in the flower 

garden and let them bring joys to our hearts. Let our voices shout 

strongly, turn our heads round out of happiness, walk keeping our 

hands together in love streets and meet the angels of the paradise. 

It is always our customary to write about Love, beloveds, 

appreciate the sacred feelings of people. The outstanding 

ancestors, the great founders of our language, the world and 

religious scientists Khoji Akhmad Yassaviy, Yusuf Hos Khojib, 

Akhmad Yugnakiy, Alisher Navoiy, Sayfi Saroiy, Khorazmiy 

(The author of “Love stories”) and others’ works which are more 

expensive than gold for us are still becoming an example for us.  

The human being survives, so he or she has always Love in 

his or her heart, but how he or she conducts or carries this love 

depends on himself or herself. Allah gives a man Love, he knows 

that it is a test for him or her. 

Thus, following in the great people’s footsteps, we tried to 

bring the valuable precious milestones about them to your view 

points.  
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Yusuf’s birth and his parents 

 

Yusuf’s father was an unimpeachable and highly intellectual, 

cleverest, learned, modest man of his time. Yusuf’s grandfather 

Isaac and then prophet Jacob and from him prophet Yusuf was 

born. Jacob lived with the care and concern for his children and 

his country, he was a highly learned, educated, incomparable great 

(a prophet) man and his name was well- known from centuries to 

century. 

Yusuf’s mother was a very inoffensive, gentle, harmless, 

clever, well-bred, well-brought up woman and she was an 

example for many people with her good behaviour. When she 

became a bride of this family, she was surprised of seeing the 

behaviour of the people here. She could not do anything with the 

hostility, greediness, bad behaviour of her rivals (Jacob’s other 

wives). She thought why they hated each other, it was possible to 

do these work with a good way after all. 

Even the children who were only five – six years old did 

harm each other evidently, they did not give their toys to their 

elder brothers, and they immediately hid them. If somebody asked, 

they said that they had lost them or they had left. If somebody 

asked them to bring water from the well, they said that their legs 

ached and strained; they put salt or pepper into the water, which 

others had brought. They did such things and they pretended as if 

they had not seen anything. 

The name of Yusuf’s mother was Zubaidabegim, her name 

suited her very much, she was educated, affectionate, she was a 

mother with full of love in her soul. They called Zubaidabegim as 

the face of honesty taking into the consideration of observing her 

work, which she did, and her communication with people. No 

matter how her rivals did harm to her she never had done harm to 

them and their children. When her rivals put either bitter pepper or 

poured water into her food she said nothing, she poured it and 

prepared another meal. 



Bu tanishuv parchasidir. Asarning to‘liq versiyasi https://kitobxon.com/oz/asar/3949 saytida.

Бу танишув парчасидир. Асарнинг тўлиқ версияси https://kitobxon.com/uz/asar/3949 сайтида.

Это был ознакомительный отрывок. Полную версию можно найти на сайте
https://kitobxon.com/ru/asar/3949


